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Introduction

The Lunmac Property hosts a unique dolomite unit 
containing a wide variety of colours plus stromatolitic 
and other textures. Stripping and mapping plus line 
cutting, a ground penetrating radar survey and a single 
diamond drill hole were carried out on the East Block in 
1996. The results are presented below.

Location and Access

The Lunmac Property is located in the Eaglehead Lake area 
about 60 km NNE of Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Highway 527 from Thunder Bay passes to the west of the 
claims. From a point about 45.5km north of Hwy 527 on the 
Dorion Cutoff Road proceed for about 12km, turn north on 
the Manchester Road, continue for 18km, turn right to 
another logging road and follow it for 6km to the East 
Block. For the West Block, on the Manchester Road from 
the 18km point, keep left and proceed for an additional 
12km to the West Block.

Claims

The property consists of 11 contiguous claims.

West Block

Claim units

TB 
TB

434842
519233

l 
l

leased 
leased

Claim tf

TB 1208762 
TB 1224861 
TB 1224862

East Block

TB 1208763 
TB 1210237 
TB 1210238

units date staked

2
2
4

4
4
3

May 30/94 
Aug. 10/95 
Aug. 10/95

May 30/94 
Mar. 4/96 
Mar. 4/96

in good 
standing to 
May 30/01 
Aug. 10/97 
Aug. 10/97

May 30/97 
Mar 4/98 
Mar 4/98

Northeast Block

TB 1210234 16
TB 1210235 6
TB 1210236 8

Mar 
Mar 
Mar

4/96 
4/96 
4/96

Mar 4/98 
Mar 4/98 
Mar 4/98

Additional work credits are available.

The claims are jointly owned by 
Macsemchuk, W. McAteer and J. Redden.

H. Lundmark, A.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Previous Work

In 1972 W. McAteer discovered the dolomite in the area now 
covered by the East Block while prospecting for copper. 
No vehicle ccess into the area was available and further 
work was deferred. After pipeline construction improved 
access, W. McAteer and H. Lundmark returned to the area in 
1975 and discovered the dolomite on the present leased 
claims. Claims were staked in the areas of the East and 
West Blocks.

Over the next years, work was done on some of the claims 
and others were restaked from time to time. Claims TB 
484842 and 519233 were surveyed and leased in 1986.

More recent improved road access to the area and a renewed 
interest in marble prompted a reevaluation of the property 
leading to additional work to develop the property.

General Geology

The area containing the claims is included in the Disreali 
Lake Area (Map 2235) mapped for the Ontario Department of 
Mines and Northern Development by M. E. Coates.

The claims cover an exposure of flat-lying dolomite 3.5 to 
5.5m thick underlain by mudstone and overlain by either 
mudstone and/or an intrusive diabase capping. The 
sediments are part of the Sibley Series (Late Precambrian) 
which are platform type sediments laid down in shallow 
seas. These rocks overlie an Early Precambrian granitoid 
basement.

The dolomite contains several distinct units. The lower 
unit consists of green to brown dolomite and grey to green 
massive dolomite. The middle unit is a blue-grey 
stromatolitic dolomite. The unit is massive. The 
stromatolites are present throughout 95% of the thickness. 
The upper unit consists of banded dolomite with a wide 
variety of colours and textures. The dolomite is best 
exposed part way up the side of north-facing cliff faces 
10 to 50m high.

Elsewhere, the diabase capping cuts across the dolomite 
horizon. Thermal metamorphism of the dolomite has 
resulted in the formation of predazzite. Predazzite is a 
rock composed of calcite and brucite. The predazzite is 
white and contains faint relicts of the stromatolites or 
stylolitic surfaces from the original dolomite.

Regionally, the diabase forms an undulating series of 
sills and near-conformable dykes. Therefore, the dolomite 
can underlie the diabase, overlie diabase or be cut by 
diabase.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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1996 Exploration Programme

The 1996 exploration programme consisted of clearing a 
trail for access to remove blocks for testing, line 
cutting a grid, clearing the picket lines, mapping and a 
ground pentrating radar survey. Due to the difficult 
terrain and the lack of suitable material to build a ramp 
to the marble layer, it was not possible to recover blocks 
for testing.

Line Cutting

A grid was cut for spatial control of the ground 
penetrating radar survey. The baseline was oriented N60W, 
parallel with the cliff face. Picket lines were spaced at 
200m intervals. The lines were slashed about 10 to 12' 
wide to facilitate stripping the picket lines.

A John Deere 790 excavator was used to clear the picket 
lines. Due to the characteristics and limitations o f. 
ground penetrating radar, it was necessary to strip as 
much of the overburden off the picket lines. This 
maximizes the contact of the antennae to improve the 
survey results. Due to the extreme depth of penetration 
required for this survey, the clearing was necessary to 
ensure the best electrical contact possible. The clearing 
also permits a better examination of more of the diabase 
surface as well as improved access for the drill.

Stripping/Trail Building

A Hitachi excavator owned by Firesteel Timber was used for 
clearing the trail. The machine was used for a total of 
26 hours on Aug. 17,18, 21 and 24. A John Deere 690 
excavator owned by Firesteel Timber was used for clearing 
the lines and trenching. The machine was used for a total 
of 30 hours on Sept. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and Oct. 19.

The primary objective of the trail clearing was to provide 
an access route to the marble layer for stripping of the 
marble and sampling and removal of test blocks.

It had been expected that sufficient suitable material 
would be available to build the ramp down from the edge of 
the cliff to the marble layer. After it was excavated, it 
was discovered that the edge back from the cliff consisted 
of mud and saturated sandy material overlying smooth 
diabase bedrock sloping steeply towards the cliff. Some 
talus material is present a short distance below the crest 
of the cliff but is not directly accessible. This posed 
safety concerns that would have required major blasting 
and drainage work. Consequently, completing this part of 
the trail had to be defered pending reengineering and a 
budget increase.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Ground Penetrating Radar Survey

A ground penetrating radar survey was carried out to 
determine if the jointing pattern of the dolomite could be 
identified at depth using this technique. The survey used 
several antennae configurations to enhance the results.

Unfortunately, due to the thickness of the rock package 
and likely a large number of horizontal joints in the 
diabase, the radar could only penetrate intermittently to 
the diabase/upper mudstone contact. The depth to the 
dolomite could not be determined.

The report of the survey is included as Appendix II. 

Geological Mapping

The trail cleared for sampling was mapped using a compass 
and hip chain. Predominantly only coarse-grained diabase 
was encountered along the trail, with occasionally 
fine-grained and porphyritic phases.

The picket lines cleared were mapped using a hip chain for 
control. Only coarse-grained diabase was exposed.

Two faults were inferred. The north-east inferred fault 
occupies a lineament extending from the north of the cliff 
to an undetermined distance to the south. Near the cliff 
vuggy dolomite contains secondary calcite which may 
indicate brecciated near the inferred fault. The 
lineament is filled with drift and talus.

The second inferred fault also forms a distinct lineament 
striking east-west through TB1210237 and to the west. The 
lineament occupies a swampy area throughout its length. A 
trench dug in an attempt to expose the inferred fault near 
2+50W at 1+50S was water-filled and could not be directly 
observed.

Diamond Drilling

The attempt of the ground penetrating radar to determine 
the thicknesses of the rocks was unsuccessful. Thus it 
was required to diamond drill vertically to determine the 
rock sequence to confirm the presence and thickness of the 
dolomite.

The hole was spotted at 4+OOW, 0+25S. This was a 
compromise location to balance a greater thickness of 
diabase without drilling so far back from the cliff as to 
not intersect marble. The drilling was done by Stan's 
Drilling of Geralton. Due to the nature of the drilling, 
some sections of the core recovered were broken and the 
ends ground. The difference between broken and ground 
ends could usually be differentiated in the diabase but 
more uncertainty existed in the sediments.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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The hole was successful in penetrating the full sequence 
from the diabase, upper mudstone, the dolomite and the 
lower mudstone. The diabase/upper mudstone was 
intersected at a depth of 149.8' (45.7m). A hand level 
survey from the contact at the edge of the cliff near the 
ravine indicated a t hickness of 42m to be expected. Based 
on this, the diabase/mudstone contact dips southerly about 
3 degrees. Similarly, the hand level survey indicated a 
thickness of 26m of upper mudstone at the edge of the 
cliff near the ravine. The drill hole intersected only 
24' (7m) of upper mudstone between the diabase and 
dolomite. The drastic change in the thickness of the 
upper dolomite within a horizontal distance of 75 metres 
is as yet satisfactorily unexplained.

Rock Type Descriptions 

Diabase

The top of the hill is entirely overlain by diabase. It 
is usually coarse to medium grained. Sufficient feldspar 
content is present to create a medium grey colour. 
Locally in the vicinity of 4W, 33 a fine-grained phase is 
present. In the vicinity of 7+OOW, 1 + 60S by the trail and 
occasionally elsewhere feldspar phenocrysts rarely up to 
1C^ form a porphyritic phase. In the upper part of the 
core the diabase is medium to coarse grained grading to a 
medium grained phase for most of the depth. It is likely 
that the coarser grained phase represents the slower 
cooling, thicker part of the diabase intrusion.

Surface exposures often display subhorizontal jointing 
from 0.5 to 1m thick in the diabase. Vertical jointing 
was not specifically measured but was noted to appear to 
be present in three directions resulting in rectangular 
and triangular blocks up to 1.5m to 2m up to plan size. 
In the drilling, complete solid 10' runs were recovered 
from the core barrel demonstrating that large substantial 
blocks are present.

A total thickness of 149.8 (46m) of diabase was
intersected in the drill hole. A further thickness of
about 25' (8m) should be added from the collar to the
crest of the highest nearby hill to the south for a total
maximum thickness of about 175' (54m) for the diabase. 
The diabase slopes northerly steeply resulting in a 
typical diabase thickness at the cliff face of 85 to 100' 
(25 to 30m).

One piece of the core (112.5* - 113.0') was sawn and 
polished to indicate the colour to be expected from the 
stone. The test resulted in a very smooth finished 
surface. The polished surface is black. Due to the 
difficulty of described a colour precisely, it may be 
considered by some to be as a very, very dark grey but not 
an absolute black.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Upper Mudstone

The upper mudstone is typical of that previously described 
from the West and East Blocks; dark red, massive, 
indurated, aphanitic mudstone. The hand level survey 
indicated a thickness of 26m of upper mudstone at the edge 
of the cliff near the ravine. The drill hole intersected 
only 24' (7m) of upper mudstone.

Dolomite

The dolomite is similar to that previously described from 
the West and East Blocks. It consists of the upper, 
middle and lower dolomite facies much the same as previous 
described. There may be a somewhat larger number of 
thicker stylolitic surfaces present in the upper dolomite 
than previously described.

Lower Mudstone

Previous descriptions characterize this unit as being red 
to bright red, very soft and friable. This unit as cored 
is very different. The lower mudstone is a darker red 
with a substantial carbonate content. The carbonate 
occurs commonly as fine-grained buff thin beds and 
occasionally as irregular thin masses.

Portions of the carbonate-rich mudstone were sawn and 
polished at 196', 201', 212' and 238.5'. Most resulted in 
a smooth polished pleasing appearance. The carbonate is 
buff to pale yellowish and the groundmass is dark red to 
dark purplish. The entire jointing patterns are unknown 
but the core does show that horizontal joints are spaced 
up to 0.75m.

Stone Assessment 

Diabase

The diabase has potential as a source of black granite. 
The core specimen sawn and polished at 112.5 to 113.0* is 
comparable to other commercial black granite. The core 
displays horizontal to subhorizontal joint spacing from
2.5' to 14.5' over 40-* 
observations of vertical 
could produce blocks up 
Thus it is reasonable to 
larger to be available.

Dolomite

of the entire core length. The 
jointing show a number of joints 
to 1.5m to 2m up to plan size, 
expect 4' x 4' x 2.5' blocks and

The dolomite appears to be similar to that 
the West Block. Additional work will be 
determine if this assumption is correct, 
regarding block size..

displayed in 
required to 
particularly

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Lower Mudstone

Previous work in this area had not identified any material 
suitable for sawing and polishing. The core is the only 
data available to assess the potential. Based from the 
core, it appears that the bedding planes will limit the 
one dimension of blocks to about 12". Information 
concerning vertical jointing must be collected before 
assessing the potential. If these joints are suitably 
spaced then it may be possible to utilize the stone by 
sawing parallel with the bedding.

Stripping Costs

It is expected that quarrying would be by open pit 
methods. The diabase would require drilling and blasting. 
The character of the upper mudstone suggests that ripping 
of the mudstone with a dozer may be feasible.

Based on previously derived cost data and the 
thicknesses of the diabase and mudstone in 1996:

measured

based on the drill hole intersection, the stripping cost 
per square metre to the dolomite surface;

diabase 46m @ 312.50/cm = 3575 
mudstone 7m @ 39.00/cm = 63

total per sq. m of surface = $ 638

Each square meter of stripping will expose one square 
meter of dolomite. Using 3.5 metres as the useable 
thickness of dolomite, the stripping cost per cubic meter 
of dolomite is $638/3.5 = 5182.29. One cubic metre 
35.29 cubic feet. Therefore 3182.29/35.29 = 35.17 is the 
cost to strip diabase and mudstone off the dolomite.

similarly,

based on the measured section by the cliff, the stripping 
cost per square metre to the dolomite surface;

diabase 42m @ 312.50/cm = 3525 
mudstone26m @ $9.00/cm = 234

total per sq. m of surface = 3 759

Each square meter of stripping will expose one square 
meter of dolomite. Using 3.5 metres as the useable 
thickness of dolomite, the stripping cost per cubic meter 
of dolomite is 3759/3.5 = 3216.86. One cubic metre 
35.29 cubic feet. Therefore 3216.86/35.29 s 36.15 is the 
cost to strip diabase and mudstone off the dolomite.

Therefore the average cost to strip diabase 
from the dolomite would be 35.66.

and mudstone

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Conclusions 

East Block

1. The dolomite exposed on the East Block extends beyond 
75m behind the cliff face.

2. A minimum of 320,000cm of marble is available in the 
East Group. (100m x 800m x 4m)

3. Similarly, a minimum of 1,080,000cm of diabase (30% of 
the total) likely suitable for black granite is available 
overlying the dolomite in the East group. (100m x 800m x 
45m @30%)

4. A previously discovered variety of 'marble' 
characterized by a harder, dark reddish mudstone with buff 
dolomitic nodules underlies the dolomite in the East 
Group. This variety must be exposed and evaluated.

5. The waste stripping cost of $5.66 per cubic foot of 
marble are higher than at the West Block. The development 
of the black granite would significantly improve the 
economics.

6. Additional evaluation of the project is warranted.

Recommendations

East Block

1. Saw and polish numerous sections of the cored diabase 
to evaluate the quality for black granite.

2. Create access to the dolomite unit along the cliff 
face .

3. expose the marble sequence

4. evaluate the marble (jointing, colour, texture, 
polishing tests)

West Block

1. Extend the access to the dolomite unit along the cliff 
face on TB 434842.

2. expose the marble sequence

3. evaluate the marble (jointing, colour, texture, 
polishing tests)

Northeast Block

1. Examine and evaluate the marble potential.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Proposed Budget for Additional Work 

East Block

saw and polish diabase core 1000
backhoe lOOhrQSlOO/hr 10000
explosives, etc. 4000
collect and ship samples 5000
sawing and polishing testing 5000
layout, supervision 30d(^4007d 10000

subtotal 35000

West Block

bulldozer 30hr@$100/hr 
backhoe 100hr(^io07hr 
layout, supervision 15d@S400Xd

subtotal

3000
10000
6000

19000

Other Claims

recon, evaluation 10d(^4007d 
backhoe 60hr(^100Xhr 
layout, supervision 7d@$400/d

subtotal

Total 
contin.

Grand Total

4000
6000
2800

12800

66800
6200

$73,000.00

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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APPENDIX I

Lunmac Property 

1996 Diamond Drill Hole 

Core Log
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Hole ft l

Claim ft TB 1210237

Collar Location: 1996 grid 4W, 0+25N

Orientation: Vertical

Length 256' Size of Core BQ

Start Date: Oct. 2 4, 1 996 Completed: Oct. 27, 1996

Drill Contractor: Stan's Drilling (Geralton, Ont.)

Core Storage Location: lot 10, block 21, Wabigoon,Ont

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
page 13



DRILL LOG
1996 Hole

Rock Type Log

From 
(ft) 

O

2.5
61.6
62.5

149.8

To 
(ft) 
2.5

61.6
62.5
149.8

149.8

157.0

157.0 162.0

162.0 167.0

167.0 176.0

Descr ipt ion

dark grey diabase, coarse grained,
core broken up, weathered joints 

dark/medium grey diabase, coarse grained 
porphyritic diabase, feldspar laths to 3mm 
medium grained diabase

contact, diabase/mudstone, thin chill zone

mudstone, indurated, brittle, numerous
horizontal/subhorizontal joints, several 
joints from O to lOdeg. to C.A.

mudstone, indurated, joints at O to lOdeg. 
to C.A. axis, broken core, 
dark red/brown/purple

mudstone, indurated, dark purple, maximum 
horizontal jointing 12"

mudstone, indurated, dark red/brown,
max. horiz. jointing 12", rest shorter, 
174.0 to 176.0 occ. ovoids

176.0 contact, mudstone/dolomite

176.0 177.9 dolomite, upper, reddish bedded
177.9 180.3 dolomite, upper, blue-grey, wavey, numerous

stylolitic surfaces 
180.3 182.2 dolomite, upper?, blue-grey, compact, top of

stromatolitic facies 
182.2 185.3 dolomite, middle, stromalitic,

l - 2% voids to 1mm
185.3 187.5 dolomite, middle, blue-grey, stromalitic 
187.5 189.3 dolomite, lower, brown buff, numerous

stylolitic surfaces
189.3 190.0 dolomite, lower, greenish bedded 
190.0 191.0 dolomite, lower, green and dark red bedded

176.0 180.3 Upper Dolomite
180.3 187.5 Middle Dolomite
187.5 191.0 Lower Dolomite

191.0 196.0 mudstone, dark red, ID-30% wavey streaks of 
buff/cream coloured carbonate? numerous 
slips/bedding, core lengths 0.5' with a 
maximum of 0.9'

J. W. Redden 
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196.0 202.0 mudstone, dark red, wavey streaks and
aggregates of buff/cream coloured 
carbonate? numerous slips/bedding, core 
length of 0.8' with a maximum of 2.5*

202.0 202.5 mudstone, dark red occ. buff 3mm beds,
numerous slips/bedding

202.5 203.2 mudstone, dark red, occas. green beds

203.5 205.1 mudstone, dark purple, with lighter 3mm
beds

205.1 205.7 mudstone, dark red, with 30% aggregates of
buff/cream coloured carbonate?

205.7 206.0 mudstone, dark red, l * carbonate?

206.0 207.0 mudstone, dark red, 30% aggregates of
buff/cream coloured carbonate?

207.0 212.5 mudstone, dark red, 1-^ wavey streaks of
buff/cream coloured carbonate?

212.5 214.7 mudstone, brighter red than above, minor
carbonate? as irregular aggregates, occ. 
ovoids

214.7 215.2 mudstone, dark red, 75% buff/cream coloured
carbonate?

215.2 215.8 mudstone, dark red

215.8 217.6 dolomite, buff, 70%, with bands of red
mudstone with 30% carbonate as l-2mm 
aggragates

217.6 225.0 mudstone, very dark red/purple, occas.
l-5mm beds of carbonate? core lengths to 
0.8' due to slips/bedding

225.0 245.4 mudstone, dark red, occas. bedded carbonate
zones, core lengths to l', 0.8' and 
shorter due to slips/bedding

245.4 246.4 sandstone, as 1mm aggregates of carbonate?

246.4 256.0 mudstone, dark red, occas. carbonate,
scattered ovoids to lcm, ovoids contain 
a dark core with a light buff halo

END OF HOLE AT 256 FEET 

Logged by J. W. Redden ^ ̂/^CQcQ- ̂ ^ No v. 17, 1996

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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DRILL LOG

Joint Log

From
(ft)

15.0 to
18.1 to

33.5 to
31.0 to

40.0 to

49.0 to

To
(ft)
3.0
4.4
4.8
6.0
6.9
7.1
9.7

10.4
10.6
11.7
13.2
14.7
17.0
22.5

26.5
26.9
28.0
29.6

31.0
32.6
33.7
38.0
38.6
39.5
43.0
43.6
46.4
47.8
48.7
62.5
62.8
64.0
66.5
67.0
70.1
70.8
72.0
72.2
72.7
73.2
77.9
78.3
79.4
81.0
84.7

Description

weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at SOdeg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at lOdeg. to C. A.
weathered joint at lOdeg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 70deg. to C. A.,
weathered joint at SOdeg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
weathered joint at 85deg. to C. A.
slip, chloritic at lOdeg. to C. A.
numerous slips 30-40 deg to C. A.,

slickensides
slip 60deg. to C. A.
slip 70deg. to C. A.
slip 60deg. to C. A.
slip 60deg. to C. A., also incipient

lOdeg to C. A. at right angles
slip 60deg. to C. A.
slip 70deg. to C. A.
slips 65 and 80deg. to C. A.
slip lOdeg. to C. A.
joint 90deg. to C. A.
slip 85deg. to C. A.
incipient slips lOdeg. to C. A.
slip 40deg. to C. A.
slip 90deg. to C. A.
irreg. fracture
irreg. fracture
irreg slips (chloritic) 0-10deg. to
slip 85deg. to C. A.
slip or fractured
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 15deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A.
slip 20deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 20deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip SOdeg. to C. A.
slip or fracture
slip 85deg. to C. A.
slip 20deg. to C. A.
slip 65deg. to C. A.
slip 85deg. to C. A.
slip 45deg. to C. A.
slip 70deg. to C. A., or fracture

shear

slip at

C.A.

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
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Joint Log (cont'd)

From To
(ft

177.2

187.0

) (ft)

99.2
100.5
102.5
104.0
105.0
110.6
112.5
115.1
117.6
119.4
120.6
124.3
125.3
130.9
134.0
134.4
135.3
136.3

137.0
138.6
144.1
146.0
148.5
176.3
176.9
177.1

to 177.5
177.9
178.4
179.4
179 .9
180.6
181 .0
181.4
181.8
183.6
184.5
185.3

to 188.5
187.9
188. 4
189.2
189.5
189.7
190.3
190.4
191.0

Description

slip SOdeg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., or ground
slip 60deg. to C. A., or ground
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip, or ground core
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip, or ground core
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., incipient
incipient shearing SOdeg. to C.

chlor it ic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 40deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 90deg. to C. A., chloritic
slip 85deg. to C. A., chloritic
weak bed, gouge? at 90deg. to C
weak bed, ground at 90deg. to C
slip, gouge? at 90deg. to C. A.
slip, gouge? at 90deg. to C. A.
weak bed, ground at SOdeg. to C
slip at 90deg. to C. A.
slip at 90deg. to C. A.
broken core

n
tl

" , possible stromatol
" , possible stromatol
" , possible stromatol
d
" , possible stromatol

joint at lOdeg. to core axis
slip at 90deg. to C. A.
slip at 90deg. to C. A.
bed slip at 90deg. to C. A.
bed slip at 90deg. to C. A.
bed slip at 90deg. to C. A.
bed slip at 90deg. to C. A.
bed slip at 90deg. to C. A.
slip at 90deg. to C. A.

core
core

chloritic
A.,

.A.

.A.

.A.

ite cone
ite cone
ite cone

ite cone

J. W. Redden - Geologist 
page 17
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GEOPHYSICS GPR INTERNATIONAL INC.
282. Belfield Road 
Rexdale, Ontario 
M9W i H5

October 31,1996

Tel. No.: (416) 798-3156 

Fax Ne.: (416) 675-6880

Our file:T96122

Jim Redden 
Lunmac Quarries 
P.O.Box 117 
Wabigoon, Ont. 
POV 2WO

RE: Results of Georadar survey for East block property, Lunmac Marble

Dear Mr. Redden.

Upon the request of those principals of Lunmac Marble, Geophysics GPR International Inc. 
have carried out a georadar survey on a property north of Thunder Bay and east of Spruce River 
Road. The survey was carried out September 28, 1996. The purpose of the survey was to try 
and obtain a stratigraphic profile of a dolomitic unit (marble) and to determine if the unit 
contains disconformities that may affect the quality of the material as a finished product.

Scope of Work

The site was prepared in advance by clearing a path along each of the survey lines. A backhoe 
cleared some overburden off the bedrock to improve the contact between the georadar antennas 
and the rock below. The lengths of the survey lines were as follows: O West-150 m, 2 West- 
180m, 4 West-340 m, 6 West- 180 m, 8 West-180m.

Prior to beginning the survey the following sequence was anticipated; 100 feet of diabase 
overlying 30 feet of mudstone overlying 20 feet of marble. There was a variety of antennas sizes 
available prior to surveying however it was felt that the 100 MHz with a strong transmitter could 
achieve the necessary depth of penetration and at the same time obtain the detail needed. Larger 
antennas to obtain deeper penetration were not likely to obtain the detail within the marble unit 
at the same time.

Methodology

Prior to data collecting the cut lines were chained at 20 metre increments with flagging tape and 
marked with the baseline as the O station.

We employed our GSSI SIR-10A system with 100 MHz antennas and a high power transmitting 
antenna. The system records continuously along a profile by sending out 30 pulses per second. 
We also collected data in a semi-static mode where the computer would collect and combine 16 
pulses in one location and the antenna would then be moved at very small increments. The 
georadar images were recorded digitally on an 8 mm data cassette. There is enclosed an example 
of the radar image collected along line 2 West. Along the right margin is a depth scale.



Results

The static mode of data collection produced the greatest depth of penetration of 30 metres (100 
feet). Within a diabase this is considered quite good because a diabase is relatively conductive 
when compared to other rock such as granitics.

At the drill hole location 4 West, 0+25 North the sequence was as follows: 165 feet of diabase 
overlying 35 feet of mudstone overlying 15 feet of marble. At this location the maximum depth 
achieved was 100 feet.

There were some structures within the diabase sequence that could be considered subunits. It is 
not certain whether these contacts are geologic or structural controlled but the contacts were 
dipping by only a few degrees to the south.

There is a narrow marsh area near the south end of the survey area and cuts through line 4 West. 
It is not certain whether this gulley is some kind of fault however the rock appears distinctly 
different on either side of the gulley. There is less signal penetration and only one subunit south 
of the gulley compared with 3 to 4 subunits for the remaining site.

Recommendations

There are two options available for obtaining a stratigraphic profile however niether option can 
determine the quality of the marble in terms of fractures or jointing.

The first option is additional georadar with special low frequency antennas (25 Mhz). These 
antennas are bulky in terms of width but they could still be used on the existing lines that were 
cut. The problem with additional georadar is that there is still no guarantee that they will 
penetrate to the necessary depths.

The second option is reflection seismics. This method is more labour intensive and involves 
small dynamite charges at surface. Data cannot be collected as quickly so as a result the cost of 
this survey is higher. The benefit of such a survey is that depth of penetration is not a factor.

If there are any further questions regarding the information that could be gleened from the data 
please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

Milan Situm, Snr.Geoph. 
Manager



SIR SYSTEM-10
SUBSURFACE INTERFACE RADAR

Engineered for non-destructive, 
rapid, subsurface Investigations.

In the fields of civil engineering, construction, geology, 
Vvdrogeology, archeology and environmental protection, what 

vni.i can't see often causes huge problems. Whether shallow 
or deep.

The SIR System-10 provides a detailed look at what's 
i :i-['.priih Iho suifnrr- Desicinrvl tn interface with Heophv^ioal 
Siiivpy Systems l ne.'s entire line of sin t e -of the - art 
transducers, it is the first system to offer leading-edge, 
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) technology with full digital 
control of all setup parameters and multi-channel color 
display.

Widespread applications.
With the carahilitv of oei farming at depths of more 

an o O meteis, the portable SIR System 10 is extremely 
iffftiv0 in Ih 0 "firth s most critical ,-nne to man: O 10 meters 

below the surface And as Iho Sif! Svstein-IO c onlinu^s tt" 
prove itself in the field, users continue to find new cost- 
effective solutions to subsurface problems.

Civil engineers use the SIR System-10 to examine the 
infrastructure of roads, bridges and buildings; and to locate 
bedrock, pipes, tanks, sink holes and other underground 
obstructions. Geophysicists are mapping underground water 
tables, analyzing soil stratigraphy, profiling lake and river 
bottoms, and studying rock formations.

Also, environmental remediation experts are using the 
SIR System-10 to locate underground storage tanks and 
buried drums; delineate landfill boundaries and burial trenches; 
and in some cases, to identify hydrocarbon plumes that are 
leaching into neighboring soil and water supplies. Those are 
just some of the system's capabilities.

Instant display of subsurface data. 
Real-time processing and 
signal enhancement.

High resolution profiles are collected by pulling the 
appropriate GSSI transducer along the line beina sun/eyed. 
Real-time digital signal enhancement and color display 
provide the user with immediate, on-site results. Data can 
be stored digitally on tape for complete post-processing 
and/or automatically recorded in real time with an optional 
thermal printer.

Powered by a DSP-56001 processor running at 
20 MHz, the SIR System-10 uses our proprietary, menu- 
driven software to facilitate rapid 16-bit processing. 
Interactive and user-friendly, the software allows the operator 
to quickly optimize system settings for the particular task at 
hand. The result is exceptionally accurate and targeted data, 
without altering or harming the material being scanned.

This real-lime data profile taken with the SIP System-10 shows individual drums 
buried in ,i trench at 3 hazardous waste disposal site



SYSTEM FEATURES

Fully Digital
Provides setup flexibility in changing critical data 

ne; (uisition parameters, piich ns gain, sampling, scanning, 
fillet inq and transmit rates. With both manual and automatic 
adjustment of parameters, the SIR System-10 offers a wide 
variety of control to users at all experience levels. Since all 
settings can be stored digitally, it offers the user !000 n setno 
repeatability. Digital l/'Os allow the SIR System-10 to utilize a 
wide variety of PCs and PC-compatible devices.

Multiple Transducer Inputs
While 2 channels are standard, the SIR System-10 can 

utilize up to 4 independent channels   allowing simultaneous 
operation of transducers with different center frequencies, 
signal positions, gain levels, ranges and filter settings.

When used with several identical transducers, the SIR 
System-10 achieves wider coverage per pass. Or, a set of 
varied transducers can be controlled to simultaneously scan 
for data at different depths. Several transducers can also be 
configured in arrays to obtain even more detailed information 
about the subsurface, and can be used in such applications 
as common depth point (COP) analysis.

Color Display
Whether using the internal 19 cm display or a large, PC- 

compatible external unit, SIR System-10 provides detailed 
profile data to enhance the interpretation process. Colors can 
be assigned by the user to highlight anomalies or areas of 
interest. The user can select three display formats:

Color Linescan
Each scan, a one-pixel-wide column, emanates from the 

right of HID screen and scrolls left as new scnns are displayed. 
Ihe amplitude-; ;tnd polarity of the signals aie represented as 
16 user-assignable colors or grey-scale.

Color linescan profile showing bedrock formations from 1 to 20 meters under 
the surface.

Wiggle-Plot
In the traditional seismic format, a series of vertical wave 

shapes depict successive scans to produce a profile of 
subsurface reflections. Wiggle traces can also be set to 
represent multiple "stacked" scans to reduce random noise.

CK^^^^

Four 500MHz (Model 3102A) transducers simultaneously acquiring data with a 
SIR System-10.

WirjQ/e p/ft /nnfiln imtrnlilvinq sr.niir fpntiirps ,Tt the Iwsn of bridge piers.

Oscilloscope
This traditional "signal voltage vs. time" display is 

particularly useful when setting up system parameters with the 
transducer in stationary position, as the user can instantly see 
the effects that any changes make on the data.



SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Software
CHANNELS: Can record 1, 2 or 4 data channels 
simultaneously.

DISPLAY MODES: Linescan, Wiggle Plot and Oscilloscope. 
When in linescan display, 16 color bins are used to represent 
the amplitude and polarity of the signal. 

RANGE GAIN: Manual adjustment from -26 to +120 dB. Gain 
curve can be from one to eight straight-line segments over 
time range. Number of segments is user-selectable. Option 
to apply automatic gain to equalize the power over the scan.
VERTICAL FILTERS: Filter the scans in the time domain. Low 
and high pass, Infinite Impulse Response (IIR), Finite Impulse 
Response (FIR) and Triangular filter types are available.

Filtering single scans in the time domain. -
Low Pass IIR 1 to 4 poles
High Pass IIR 1 to 4 poles
Low Pass FIR 3 to 63 taps
High Pass FIR 3 to 63 taps
Low Pass Triangle 3 to 63 taps
High Pass Triangle 3 to 63 taps

HORIZONTAL FILTERS: Filter the scans in the spatial domain.
Stacking, background removal, IIR, FIR, Boxcar and Triangular
types are available, as are Static Stacking rnodels.
Filtering or averaging sequential scans in spatial domain. 

IIR Stacking 1 to 16383 scans 
IIR Background Removal 1 to 16383 scans 
Boxcar Stacking 3 to 63 scans 
Boxcar Background Removal 3 to 63 scans 
Triangle Stacking 3 to 63 scans 
Triangle Background Removal 3 to 63 scans 
Static Stacking 2 to 16384 scans 
Static Background Removal 3 to 63 scans

INPUTS/OUTPUTS:
2 Transducer channels (4 optional)
1 3.5- disk drive (1.44 MB)
1 Exabyte 8mm, 2.3-gigabyte cassette tape drive
1 PC/AT-compatible Centronics parallel printer port
1 PC/AT-compatible serial port (RS-232C)
1 SCSI port for external hard disk

1 Analog port for GSSI Graphic and Tape Recorders
1 Marker input
1 PC/AT-compatible extended keyboard
1 GSSI color monitor and keypad (Control/Display Module)
1 12 VDC or Optional 120/220 VAC input power

1 Survey wheel
1 Marker input

Electrical
TRANSDUCERS: Operates with any GSSI model transducer 
and can handle up to 4 transducer inputs simultaneously.

RESOLUTION: 50 picoseconds 

RANGE: 0-10,000 nanoseconds full scale, selectable 

PULSE REPETITION RATE: 2 to 78 KHz 

ANALOG QUANTIZATION: 8- or 16-bit, selectable

ANALOG TO DIGITAL SAMPLING: 128, 256, 512 or 1024 
sample/scan, selectable

CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION: Internal crystal 

SCAN RATE: 0.2 to 128 scans/second, selectable

INPUT POWER: 12 volts DC nominal with operating range of 
11-15 volts, 200 watts; or 115/230 volts AC with operating 
range of 100-200 volts AC or 200-240 volts AC, 50/60 Hz, 
200 watts

Mechanical
MODEL MF-10

30.5 cm x 29.2 cm x 21.6 cm 
10.5 Kg

MODEL CD-10
44.1 cm x 38.1 cm x 17.8 cm 
18.0 Kg

Thermal
MAIN SYSTEM

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -100C to 400 C external 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY: < 9007o non-condensing 

EXABYTE CARTRIDGE TAPE SUBSYSTEM

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE VARIATION: Less than 1 0 C per 
minute, not more than 100 C per 30 minutes.

STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -400C to 600 C

Hardware
COMPUTER BOARD: 286 processor with 80287 math co 
processor (386 optional)

RADAR PROCESSOR: Motorola DSP-56001, 20 MHz 

ARRAY PROCESSOR: Sky 321 -Plus Array Processor Card 

RAM MEMORY: 4 MB (Expandable to 8, 1 2, and 20 MB) 

MASS STORAGE: 2.3 GB Exabyte 8mm cartridge tape drive

112-meter tape stores 2.3 GB
54-meter tape stores 1024 MB
15-meter tape stores 256 MB 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE: 3.5" inch (8.9 cm), 1.44 MB

EXTERNAL INTERFACE: Standard SCSI connector for 
external hard disk

DISPLAY: 19 cm color monitor, 640 by 350 pixels, 21.8 KHz 
non-interlaced



Real-Time Digital Signal Enhancement
Provides the user with the immediate feedback needed 

to ensure the integrity of the data being collected. The SIR 
System-10 allows the user to filter out noise and to optimize 
.settings for on-site conditions. The result is high-quality data 
that enables the user to make quicker and better 
interpretations in the field.

Internal Mass Tape Storage
The SIR System-10 includes a digital cartridge tape drive 

for mass storage of all data, digital settings, alpha-numerics, and 
time and date information. A full day of surveying data can be 
easily recorded on a single, small tape cartridge. Taped data can 
be transferred from the SIR System-10 to an independent PC.

Internal 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive
Can be used to load RADAN or any DOS-based 

program, custom application-specific software developed by 
GSSI programmers, and for backup of data files processed 
with RADAN.

Recorder Output
SIR System-10 supports the GSSI Model GS-608P Digital 

Thermal Recorder, enabling the user to create valuable grey-scale 
data in the field. Analog linescan recorders are also supported.

Full PC Compatibility
Using a high-speed serial link, data can be transferred 

directly from the SIR System-10's internal tape drive to an 
independent PC. As the system can also be operated as a 
standard PC, it can use GSSI's advanced RADAN post 
processing software, along with any DOS-based programs (word 
processing, etc.). A standard IBM keyboard can be used in place 
of the Control/Display unit's internal keypad. External SCSI 
devices and monitors of any size may also be connected.

Survey Wheel Input
Simplifies the process of "gridding" a site by 

automatically superimposing distance marks directly on the 
data. Also eliminates 'data glitches that occur when 
transducers are pulled at an uneven rate by recording data 
only at pre-determined distance increments.

Modular Design
The SIR System-10 is adaptable to a variety of field 

situations. The built-in keypad of the control/display unit has 
all the functions needed to run the entire system. The 
control/display unit connects to the mainframe by a cable, 
allowing these components to be as far as 3 meters apart 
during operation.

AC or DC Power Operation
With interchangeable "plug-in" power modules, (he user

can quickly adapt to any power source requirements. The 
mainframe can be used in the field with 12 VDC power or with 
an optional 110/220 volt AC power supply.

COMPONENTS

MF-10 Mainframe
The MF-10 mainframe achieves high processing speeds 

by dedicating a DSP-56001 processor to all radar-related 
functions and assigning control functions to an independent 
PC processor. Its open PC-bus architecture facilitates easy

expansion and upgrading of the system through a variety of 
standard IBM-compatible memory and function cards.

The MF-10 Mainframe is compatible with all GSSI- 
manufactured transducers, including over 15 models that 
operate from a range of 80 MHz to 2.5 GHz. (Minor, factory- 
installed modifications are required to operate 2.5 GHz 
transducer.) It is also supported by many data enhancement, 
protection and convenience accessories.

All system I/O connectors and devices are housed 
within the MF-10, including:
System power supply 

Digitnl tape storage unit 

3.5" floppy disk drive 

Solid state RAM/ROM disk 

Analog/digital radar board

System Connectors:

Power input

Tranducer inputs (2 standard, 4 optional)

SCSI, serial, parallel and peripheral ports

Marker /survey wheel input

CD-10 Control/Display Module
This compact unit gives the user full control of the entire 

SIR System-10. It includes a shock-mounted 19 cm color 
monitor with a numeric keypad, 4 cursor keys, 5 dedicated 
function keys and 6 soft function keys. Connects to the MF-10 
Mainframe via a 3-meter cable.



DIGITAL FILTERING

The SIR System-10 allows the user to more accurately 
interpret data by clearing Lip noisy or cluttered transmissions 
as they are recorded. A wide variety of advancer! real-time 
filters are available to eliminate noise and unwanted signals or 
information.

Vertical Filtering
n Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filters 
a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters

Used to eliminate high-frequency "white" noise and to 
remove baseline DC offset that can distort the data.

Horizontal Filtering
D Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filters 
o Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters 
D Stacking Filters 
a Background Removal Filters

Used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of data and to 
eliminate low-frequency signals when using transducers to 
investigate at extreme depths.

Split screen simultaneously displays two separate data channels from a single 
transducer. In the top profile, a vertical, high-pass triangular filter is applied to 
eliminate low-frequency signals and baseline DC offsets.

Additional post-processing on the SIR System-10 with GSSI's RAOAN software 
further enhances the data with deconvolution.

Split-screen display of data acquired while investigating a contaminated site. The 
filtered profile (top) uses both high-pass and low-pass vertical filters to enhance 
the suspected contaminant plume (seen on left side).

Complete Documentation, Training 
and Support

Interactive software with on-screen instructions is only 
one way we make the SIR System-10 simple to use. GSSI 
also provides a comprehensive manual with full-color 
illustrations. Plus, every customer who purchases a GSSI SIR 
System is entitled to a free factory training course.

Our highly-trained applications engineers offer free 
phono or fax consultation on your specific subsurface 
detection problems. Plus, GSSI staff programmers can 
provide you with customized, application-specific software at 
reasonable rates.

Geophysical Survey Systems Inc.
Call us for more details on all GSSI products at 

603893-1109.



wi and Mines Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.O. 1990

Assessment Files Research

' ~?Q? ^7
eh Imaging

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsections 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will hn UBOH tr. rm,i~... .1--   ^ ancj correspond with the mining land holder.
Questions about this c ..............,. ,...,,,. , m, iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilll Drtnern Development and Mines, 6th Floor,
933 Ramsey Lake Roac

Instructions: - Fc
- Ph 52H03SE0008 2.17035 EAGLEHEAD

900 jse form 0240.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Name .^ x//-"

Address . ,/ . , ^.
^;y? /t/0-e^fq. S~r

llu,U** IS** 6*f PTC 3^9
Name "~*

Address

Client Number

Telephone Number 
'c? O ~? J ^ "i ̂ - O7 J~ 0
Fax Number

Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check ( ^ ) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

D Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

Physical: drilling, stripping, 
trenching and associated assays Rehabilitation

Work Type 7 - j ,J **s

Dates Work j j^a .y , T ^  . j c?,- 
Performed From fr , O7 , f (f To /^ , X/ 7Q*

Day j Month | Year Day | Month Year
Global Positioning System Data (if available) Township/Area

M or G-Plan Number

G" 7 rf

Office Use

Commodity ^

Total S Value of ^ ; 
Work Claimed JP (22. 715-3

NTS Reference

Mining Division ~~r~^ , t^frp dj/l i/

Resident Geologist -~* ^ 
District ~~f~ffy '^i 'PCfttyMf tJ/'T'fifat

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

/, 
* 

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name , r̂ 

J c^J /^-*-t* e^-e-^t

Address . 
/Z*-t ^ 7 ^t ̂  /X c^v 0 ^4" (P G V Z^O

Name

Address

Name

Address

Telephone Number

(fr?) ?^JP - 69/S^
Fax Number 

^J ^o^/e

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

l, ^ - *^^ ' x^-^-^r gf^*-^t_______ , do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set
(Print Name)

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

of Recor r or Agent

Agent's Address Telephone Number Fax Number

0241 (02/96)



FROM : J U REDDEN - GEOLOGIST PHONE NO. 807 938 6915 Jan. 24 1997 03:05PM P3

5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) lo 
the mining land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 
must''accompany this form.

Mining Claim Number. Or II 
work was dona on othor eligible 
mining land, "how In this 
column tho location number 
Indicated on the claim map.

*9

*g

eg

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB 7B27

1234567

1234568

r Q /y-o f 7f*
ra/*/ u-17
r 0'*/ 01 3 a

dumber ol Claim 
Unlit. For other 
mining land, ll*t 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

V

y
3

Column Totals

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

926, 825

0

18,892 H

Z2,yo
79/33
/yzo

* 2 773

Value of work 
applied lo this 
claim.

: . '•••• J - K

N/A

924,000

' 9 4.000

V1 ,-. S'-- \ - ' V .|V

•f ?o

7fO

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claims.

i 1 ' . '-

924,000

0

0

' :','-'f '

'

Bank. Value ol work 
to be distributed 
at a luluro date.

92,825

0

94,892

Z, 2 V O

/?'33
4&0

z/gs Z

N*m*) , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/86 lor assignment to contiguous claims or for application to

the claim where the work was done.
-, ..,,,.... ~.,,. . - .~~. .,.-.,..,..., ^..^..g.....

i. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed In this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( ^ ) In the boxes below to show how

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

Q l. Credits are to be out back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or 

G 3. Credits are to be out back equally over all claims listed in this declaration: or 

D 4. Credits are to be out back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not Indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 If necessary.

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp

nut

Deemed ApproveT5a{e" "*"

Dale Approved

Dale Notification Sent' '

Total value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mlnlnq Recorder (Slgneiu



Mining Act, Subsection 69(2) and 68(3), R.8.O. 1990
Assessment Files Research Imaging

(formation collected on this form Is obtained under the authority of subsections 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
vt, the information Is a public record. This Information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. 

/ s about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 6th Floor, 
imsey Lakts Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5. , ,

/istructlons: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use 
- Please type or print in ink.

O O 5

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Client NumberName

Teleobone NumberAddress

f// St
Fax Number

Name Client Number

Telephone NumberAddress

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check ( ^ ) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs) n Physical: drilling, stripping, 

trenching and associated assays Rehabilitation

Work Type
y f f -eft. Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of
Work Claimed /f Tt? f 2.

Dates Work 
Performed

Day [ Month \\ Yav
To 76

Day l Month | YMT
NTS Reference

Global Positioning System Data (If available) Township/ Area
C/?*: e Mining Division

M or 0-Plan Number
6-71*1 Resident Geologist

District
Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;

- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name ,

Address

6tjCti-7 ^^'i^^. 0^ fO\l~L^O
Name

Address

Name

Address

Telephone Number

Fax Number . 
4S 0.40 y 4.

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

RECEIVED

rep r; inq7
i u. u i IJ J f

MINING LANDS bKANUH

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

l,  "J *-*J Ai-t-gw-eiA.___________ do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set
(Print Name)

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

Agent's Address Telephone Number Fax Number

(02/96)



- GEOLOGIST PHONE NO. 807 938 6915 Jan. 27 1997 01:30PM PI

/corded and distributed. Work can only bs assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to 
rfhere work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 

,,y this form. #W..Ur*

*0

eg

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

/timbar. Or If 
f on other tllglblft

, show In thla 
t location numbtr 
on (h* claim map.

TB7827

1234667

1234668

ra, tiogyj?

/•Z./OZ.J7

/Z/OZ38

Numbar of Claim 
Unite, For other 
mining land, list 
heotarw.

16 ha

12

2

V

4
3

Column Totals

Valut of work 
performed on this 
dfllm or othor 
mining land.

(26,828

0

S 8, 692

/^-7^

rrj*2
7.60

Value of work 
applied lo thla 
oteim.

N/A

124,000

14,000

/too
st OQ
ZbO

3^0

Vahiaof work 
aaaloMd to other 
mining otalmi

924,000

0

0

Bank. Value of work 
lo b* distributed 
at a future data.

92,826

0

S4,892

Z.30

39SZ
-0~

S

-

y/ 32.
.

-J . . , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
Nim*)

ubsectlon 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application (o 

ne claim where the work was done.
rflSoor&d holdw or A0*nlj

Instructions for cutting back credits that ere not approved,

of the credits olalmed In this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( v) In the boxes below to show how 
wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

D 1. Credits are to be out back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 
O 2. Credits are to be out back starling with the claims listed last, working backwards; or 

G 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed In this declaration; or 
D 4. Credits are to be out baok as prioritized on the attached appendix or as foflo

IVED

FEB 7 - 1997

MINING LANDS BRANCH
!e: If you have not,indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 

followed by option number 2 If necessary.

Office Use Only
Stump

o

Doemod Approved Date

Dal* Approved

Pert* Notification S*nt

total VaifiSI of Oredli Approved



Mintitry of
Northern Owtopmont
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

TranMDUonNumwr (otftoe uae)

, Information collected on thla form hi obtained under the authority of subMotlon 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/98. Under 
8 of (l*ift Mining Aol. (h* Information la a puWfo record. Thta Information wlH bs u*ed to review tha assessment work and correspond with 

XiilnQ land holder. Question* about thli collection should be directed to th* Chief Mining Recorder. Ministry of Northern Development and 
/e. 6th Floor. 933 RamteyLake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 8B8..^. .;^, .i

Work Type

-/t**, eu* y*-
1. f-*' s*r*-*-y

•/••*-tjf*it,*.f ^ffftf^tt^L.

ecu 1 1*//*! ** f~

Units of Work'
Depending on tha type of work, list the number, 
of hourtrdfty* worked, metres of drilling, kflo* 
metres o) grid In*, number of samplea, etc..

__ Z^ J 1 'i!'. ,;; ' "
l j !fahWW8f s*y ' .- v^:;,,^
?s . vv ' "••' : '
r* :, ;,,-.,., , .

f ;V.i-'.Vl; ;: -?i(!.:iii^'- - ; ''

m^--
''- - 1 :' : :: "

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

:4r,;. : -V fi-^:'.-
' ,: .'. - '. . - . - i .'-,

* ' ( '. '"

Transportation Costs : V

f* t^L. **j ±
"" ' ' "' V i . 

 (C/y^V' ' ; i:, '
, - .' 1 -' . . .

Food and Lodging Costs
f.-.i- -'

Cost Per Unit 
of work

/*t *ny*  'M At

/4 ̂ /* f*. -M f .

^XJT^-

x ^-^x^
' '.  '.:

 ) - ; ' ;; .
.

Total Cost

Z, ^^^

3,25-a
^J~C3

/7^J"0

, , ~ T v ' ' ' '"" " 11 "

  1 b f\ o ^

/0. 7 ^/^-t'

Total Value of Assessment Work

V fj *J

   1 -

/?(7

^^2

Calculations of Filing Discounts: , v !

1. Work filed within two years of performance Is claimed at lOOW of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work Is filed after two years and up lo five years after performance, It can only be olafmed at S04fe of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:
TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.60 - ; Total * value of worked Claimed.

Note: ' -V'f - Y :;I ".'":' " ". -
- Work older than 5 years Is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed In this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification, li verification and/or correction/clarification la not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted;

Certification verifying cost*:

(pleat* print fufl name)

reasonably be determined and the costs were Incurred

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as  ,

.RECEIVES

, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may

assessment work on the lands Indicated on

am authorized

to make this oertlftoatior

; FEB 7 - 1997

MINING LANDS BRANCH

jtd holdif, pf Malt company portion vKh sttr*Ki



OntarioMinistry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines

aeoscience Assessment Office 
May 28, 1997 933 Ramsey Lake Road

6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Mining Recorder
435 James Street South Telephone: (705) 670-5853
Suite BOOS Fax: ( 705 ) 670-5863

Thunder Bay, ON AMENDED
P7E 6E3

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.17035

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9640.00638 Approval After Notice

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). 
The attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the 
notice, and any steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, 
subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work 
which has received a 45 Day Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by 
the response date on the summary.

NOTE: This correspondence may affect the status of your mining lands. Please contact the Mining 
Recorder to determine the available options and the status of your claims.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Bruce Gates by e-mail at 
gates-b@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10885 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .17035

Date Correspondence Sent: May 28, 1997

General Comment:
AMENDED

Assessor: B ruce Gates

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9640.00638 1208763

Section:
12 Geological G EOL

Township(s) l A rea(s)

EAGLEHEAD LAKE

Status

Approval After Notice

Approval Date

April 19, 1997

Correspondence to:

Mining Recorder 
Thunder Bay, ON

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

J. W. Redden 
WABIGOON, ONTARIO

WILLIAM LESLIE MCATEER 
THUNDER BAY, Ontario

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10885



m97-]
Box 117 
Wabigoon, 
POV 2WO
Apr . 13,

Mr. B. Gates
Geoscience Assessment Office
933 Ramsey Lake Road
6th Floor
Sudbury, Ont.
P3E 6B5

Dear Sir:

RECEIVED

MAY 2*1997
Ont. 
M1N

RECEIVE

\ A PR 't. 3 199 '
\
j MINING LANDS BRANCH

Re: Transaction No. W9640.00638 
(Submission No. 2.17035)

As per your letter of March 5, 1997 enclosed are the 
revisions as you requested:

DUPLICATE 
COPY

along the stripped

Rev. l

Geological Map is enclosed.

Rev. 2

The bedrock is exposed continuously 
sections shown on the geological map.

Rev. 3

Example data profiles are enclosed. The profiles are typical 
for the survey. The results of the survey did not produce 
satisfactory meaningful data and the contractor deemed it 
unwarranted to do additional data.

Rev . 4

The technical assistant spent one day setting up the 
and assisted the consultant for two days working 
geological survey. The technical assistant also 
transportation to the consultant for the project.

gpr crew 
with the 
provided

The consultant was geological mapping for three days, 
involved one day with discussions and logistics with the gpr 
survey and one day was allocated to report writing.

Yours truly,

J. W. Redden, B.Se. 
Agent for Lunmac Marble



GEOPHYSICS GPR INTERNATIONAL INC.
282. Belfield Road 
Rexdale, Ontario 
M9W 1H5

Tel. No.: (416) 798-3156 

Fax No.: (415) 675-6380

Jim Redden 
Lumac Quarries 
P.O. Box 117 
Wabigoon, Ont. 
POV 2WO

,-:.'V .""""V IfJ

Ti \'' fc ^ ^

Dear Jim,

These are three pages of examples of georadar images along Line 2 W and4W. Only the 
useable upper window of the image is shown in the diabase. There is minimal dipping and 
there is a displacement across the gully on the last page.

I hope that this information is useful to your project. 

Sincerely
DUPLICATE 

r* r
R ECETV E D

Milan Situm Snr. Geoph. 
Manager

APR 93 1997 

i MINING LANDS BRANCH



LUMAC.DZT

T96122
Lumac Quarries Q Q

Created Aug, 13 1996, 14:17:20 Modified Apr, 04 1997, 14:57:34 
Channel(s) l Samples/Scan 1024 Bits/Sample 8 
Scans/Second 30.0019 Scans/Meter 50 Meters/Mark O 
Diel Constant O

CHANNEL l 3102
Position -5 nS Range 50 nS
Range Gain (dB) -8.0 23.7 51.7 10.0

61.9 72.0
Vert IIR LP N =2 F ^800 MHz 
Vert IIR HP N =2 F =60 MHz

20.0

30.0

40.0
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LUMAC.DZT Apr, 04 1997, 14:57:34 Page 4 of 12
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52H038EOOOB 2.17035 EAGLEHEAD

X \

2.17085
RECEIVED

APR 2 3 1997

MINING LANDS BRANCH•-\-
"* ~ w ^ ^*N

' ' .J* 5- ^ l -•-Ul— ^x ^-^r-- *i*-
* ^f*^1

v r o /a/0217


